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Reading Tool Set

• Decoding 

• Comprehension 

• Assessment 
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Getting Maximum Mileage 

from Instructional Minutes
• Quote from Teaching Reading IS Rocket Science: “Reading education is a 

field more vulnerable than many to faddish practices that later prove to be 
untenable.”

• A poor reader at the end of the first grade has an 88% chance of remaining a 
poor reader even by the end of the fourth grade.

• Juel, C. (1988). Learning to read and write: A longitudinal study of 54 children from 
first through fourth grade. Journal of Educational Psychology, 80(4), 437–447. 
Allington R. (1998)

• Research shows that correcting reading problems beyond the second grade 
has a very low success rate.

• Pikulski, J. “Preventing Reading Failure: A Review of Five Effective Programs.”
The Reading Teacher, Vol. 48, No. 1, 1994.

• Young children have a window of time in which to learn reading concepts. 
We must make the most of each instructional minute and choose our 
methods carefully.
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Reading Foundation

• Alphabet Letter/Sound Correspondence

• Sequential Presentation of Reading Concepts

• Contextual Sight Word Mastery using Repeated Readings

• Individual and Independent Application of Concepts

• Cumulative Review

• Lengthening Attention Span

• Learning to Work Steady with increasing Persistence
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The Four Interactive Cueing Systems

•Decoding

•Syntactic System
•The proper way a language is spoken (grammar)

•Grapho-phonics System
•Grasp of letters, sounds, and words

• Comprehension

• Pragmatic System
• Represents background knowledge 

which enables learners to build their 
understanding by connecting new ideas

to prior learning.

• Semantic System
• Represents the ability to connect facts 

together in order to create meaning 
such as constructing main ideas. 
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What should reading 

instruction focus on first?

• Research
• The Keys to Literacy

• By
• I. Beck, J. Fletcher, B. Foorman, 
• D. Francis, G. Lyn, M. McKeown, L. 

Moats, G. Whitehurst
• pages 12, 13 

• Decoding
• The ability to gain meaning from print

is dependent upon fast, accurate, automatic
decoding and word recognition.

• Children who have comprehension difficulties, 
but read fluently make up a small portion of 
those with reading problems.

• Dsyfluency prevents students from being able to 
focus on comprehension, because their short 
term memory is taken up with decoding. 

• Dysfluency is characterized by:
• Difficulty decoding new words
• Making numerous starts and stops
• Misreading known words
• Omitting words

• Decoding and Word Recognition difficulties are 
at the center of most reading problems.
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1. Synthetic Phonics – changing letters or combinations of two letters 
into sounds and blending them together to decode words

2. Phonics through Spelling – changing sounds into letters to write words. 
3. Analytic Phonics – identifying the whole word followed by analyzing 

the letters and corresponding sounds.
4. Embedded Phonics – memorizing what a word says by: shape, initial and 

final letters, contextual clues in the sentence, and picture clues
5. Analogy Phonics – learning new words by connecting them to a part of 

previously learned word.  Rhyming words fit into this category.
Example:Word families e.g. time, lime, crime, chime, dime 

6. On-set Rime Phonics – learning a rime unit and words containing the 
rime unit. Example: oat, moat, goat, boater

Source: National Reading Panel 2000

Quote:  “Students given systematic phonics reading instruction (from all socioeconomic levles) 
outperformed the reading levels of students taught through non-systematic phonics, 
whole language, and whole word approaches.”

Phonetic Approaches
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Making Decoding & 

Comprehension              

Connections

1. Reading is about making 
connections between what we 
already know and something new.

2. The words found in books which 
we learn to read are the same 
words we speak and write.

3. Words are read by making and 
joining alphabet sounds together.

4. Written words are separated by 
spaces to show where one word 
ends and the next begins.

5. Words on a page begin at the top 
on the left-hand side.  Words are 
read from left to right.

6. Good readers ask questions about 
the meaning of words or ideas 
they don’t understand.

7. The words we learn to read are 
found in many books.

8. People read to learn new 
information or entertainment.  
Reading puts pictures in our minds.
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Reading Lesson Format:

1. Whole class instruction introducing: phoneme or phonics concept, reading comprehension 
strategy, and new sight words during carpet time. Phonemes, phonic concepts, and sight 
words placed on word wall for daily review. The board is full when it contains 100 words. 
Once full, replace the first flashcard with a new one until gradually the old words are 
replaced one day at a time. All phonemes taught remain on the word wall for the entire 
year.

2. Whole class practice of new concept (decoding or comprehension strategy) and new sight 
word followed by review of old concepts and sight words. 

NEW CONCEPTS: To teach new concepts use letters written in large printing on 
flashcards.  Have several students stand at the front of the class.  Each one holds a 
single letter while standing side by side in a row to form a word.  Use a puppet to 
demonstrate how to sound out the letters together in a row.  Have the puppet make 
mistakes and see if you can get students to correct the puppet. For example: introduce 
the word key ow. Have puppet sound out the word how using the individual sounds of h, o, 
w which when blended make a nonsense word.  Next, teach the puppet to look for the key 
ow and remind them that this word only has two sounds not three. Repeat this activity 
using different words that have the ow key for approximately five to ten minutes.  All 
new phonetic concepts are introduced in this fashion. Group practice with the puppet 
making the errors, builds understanding and confidence for individual work. 
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3. Next, students are dismissed to desks for application of whole class instruction with 
teacher-made decodable text stories (in this case, the Smart Start in Language Arts
reading sheets) and phonics concept reinforcement worksheets. (Students are dismissed 
in small groups or one at a time depending on their needs.) For Smart Start Reading 
Classes, parents and children begin work together.

4. Small group practice. Students requiring extra practice and teacher instruction remain 
at the carpet for further oral practice and direct feedback from the teacher while 
other children begin their work.  Extra practice and feedback by the teacher is essential 
for struggling readers.  Children’s rate of mastery varies greatly and must be quickly 
noticed by the teacher and addressed.

5. Once all students are dismissed, the teacher goes to each student individually at his 
desk. There, the teacher listens to the child read the teacher-made decodable text 
story. The teacher then checks the work, record exact words missed/reading 
difficulties, and gives direct feedback to the child.  Recording the exact words missed 
will help the teacher to find any pattern of learning difficulties.  For example: is it 
always the same sight word missed or always the same word key or letter which causes 
the error.  Without recording the exact words missed it is very hard to precisely locate 
what the difficulties are later. Children requiring teacher assistance have their work 
stamped by a stamp which reads: “Completed with Teacher’s Assistance”. 

All schoolwork should be  sent home each day so that parents are 

informed and made aware of any difficulties on a daily basis. 
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6. Parents should be contacted regarding difficulty with progress as soon as a problem 
becomes apparent so that home assistance may be implemented. Home assistance may 
include: having the child read and review his schoolwork with the parent, playing 
phonics/sight word reinforcement games,  practicing repeated readings with the sight 
word book for help with sight words.

7. Students finishing seatwork  proceed to: phonics and sight word games, book and tape 
centre, independent flashcard work, and the classroom library. Once students are able to 
read in the classroom library, this becomes their first activity following seatwork.  A 
classroom library containing books with decodable text (not predictable text) is 
essential.  It is here that the children solidify  skills through practice and application and 
are able to move along at their own pace. Students place finished books on their desks as 
a sign that they are ready for a book interview with the teacher or a parent volunteer 
and proceed to free time language arts centers on the carpet. Once reading in the 
classroom library has been completed students move on to the centre activities. Book 
interviews by the teacher are ongoing throughout the day until all have been completed.
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10 Decoding Keys
• Key 1 Alphabet letters and sounds 

• Key 2 Blending short vowel words

• Key 3 Sight words

• Key 4  Long vowels with silent “e”
Examples: make, bike, rope, cube

• Key 5 Two sounds of “y” at the end of one and two syllable words 
Examples: cry, baby

• Key 6 Long Vowels with two vowels together
• Examples: stain,  beet,  team,  boat,

• Key 7 Other Word Keys (two letters working together to form a single sound)
• Examples: ay, ou, ow, au, aw, er, ir, ur, or, ar, oi, oy, ce, ci, cy, ge, gi, gy, ph, wr, kn, gh, wh, ch, sh, th

• Key 8  Word Families (rhyming words)
• Example: ice, dice, lice, mice, nice, price, rice, twice)

• Key 9  Word Endings and Suffixes

• Key 10 Compound Words

Keys 8-10 are taught 
alongside  Keys 2-7
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Step 1: Letter Recognition Games

3 weeks
• I Spy Alphabet Game Photographs 

• for use with Smart Boards/Computer Screen Center Activity

• Alphabet Show and Tell
• Instructions: Write upper and lower case letters of the day on the 

chalkboard/whiteboard so that all children can see them. 

• Materials: Three cardboard boxes (one for all show and tell items and two for 
separating the items according the letters they start with).

Alphabet Show

& Tell Items
Sorting Box 

for letter: Aa

Sorting Box 

for letter: Zz
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• 1. On the very first day of school, the teacher must provide all the items for alphabet show 
and tell.

• 2. Starting on the second day, children bring two items which start with the two letters for 
the day. A picture or drawing is considered an item.  

• Day 1: Aa, Zz Day 2: Bb, Yy Day 3: Cc, Xx  Day 4: Dd, Ww
• Day 5: Ee, Vv, Day 6: Ff, Uu Day 7: Gg, Tt Day 8: Hh, Ss
• Day 9: Ii, Rr Day 10: Jj, Qq Day 11: Kk, Pp  Day 12: Ll, Oo
• Day 13: Mm, Nn

• Students place all items brought to school in the teacher’s show and tell box upon entering 
the room.

• 3. Teacher collects students at the carpet and holds up one item.  Children are asked to 
decide which alphabet letter the item starts with.  After they have named the letter, ask 
one child point to the matching letter on the chalkboard.  Next, have the child who brought 
the item, place it in the correct box. 

• 4. Start process again until all items have been sorted.

Alphabet Show

& Tell Items
Sorting Box 

for letter: Aa

Sorting Box 

for letter: Zz
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• Alphabet Card Game Number One:

• Materials: Set of cards for each child with the alphabet printed on them.  Each card should 
have one letter printed on it. Each alphabet letter will be printed on two cards. The first 
time it will be printed as a capital letter and the second time it will be printed as a lower 
case letter.

• Aa, Bb, Cc, Dd, Ee, Ff, Gg, Hh, Ii, Jj, Kk, Ll, Mm, Nn, Oo, Pp, Qq, Rr, Ss, Tt, Uu, 
Vv,Ww, Xx, Yy, Zz

• Instructions: Students are given a set of cards which contain only the letters which have 
been introduced in the Alphabet Show and Tell game. 

• Game Rules:
• 1. Students lay their cards in piles of two (place upper case letter and lower case letters 

together) face up on their desks.  Each row of desks makes a team.

• 2. The teacher will call for either an upper or lower case letter. The number of letters in 
the deck is determined by how many have been introduced in the alphabet show and tell 
game. 

• 3. Students must find the letter as quickly as possible and hold it up for the teacher to see. 
Whichever row holds up the correct letter first gets a point. 

A
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• Alphabet Card Game Number Two:

• Materials: Set of cards for every two children with the alphabet printed on them.  Each 
card should have one letter printed on it. Each alphabet letter will be printed on two cards. 
The first time it will be printed as a capital letter and the second time it will be printed as a 
lower case letter.

• Aa, Bb, Cc, Dd, Ee, Ff, Gg, Hh, Ii, Jj, Kk, Ll, Mm, Nn, Oo, Pp, Qq, Rr, Ss, Tt, Uu, Vv,
• Ww, Xx, Yy, Zz

• Instructions: Two students are given a set of cards which contain only the letters which 
have been introduced in the Alphabet Show and Tell game. 

• Game Rules:
• 1. Two students lay their pile of cards (the ones learned to date) in a mixed up pile face 

down on one desk. 
• 2. The first student takes a turn by drawing a card.  If he can name the letter and make its 

sound, the student can keep the card. 
• 3.  If he is unable to name the letter and make its sound, the second student has a chance to 

name the letter and make its sound.  If he succeeds, he can keep the card.  If he fails, the 
card is put at the bottom of the pile.

• 4. When all the cards are gone, each child counts how many they got to see who won.  
Students finished switch partners and play the game again. This game should be played at 
least three times in a row so that students receive adequate practice.  

•
• IMPORTANT: Observing students during the game will help you assess their mastery levels.
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• Printing Instruction and Letter Sound Practice
• Instructions:
• Use the worksheet on the next page. Make an overhead transparency to model printing 

and letter name and sound practice every day. 
• Part One:
• 1. Model how to print the upper and lower case letters introduced for the day. Example: 

Day 1: Aa, Zz
• 2. Have students draw the letters in the air with their arms.
• 3.  Using the worksheet on the next page, have students circle the letters for the day and 

fill each line with one letter. 
• Part Two
• 1. Using all the letters introduced to date, dictate either and upper or lower case letter for 

the student to print on his paper in the boxes at the bottom of the worksheet. After 
students finish, write all answers on transparency.

• a. Print a capital A in the box with a star in it. 
• b. Print a lower case z in the box with a triangle in it.
• c. Print a lower case c in the box with an arrow in it
• d. Print a capital L in the box with a heart in it.

• 2. Worksheet Variation: Dictate letter sounds to see if students can print the matching 
letter in the box.   e.g. Print the letter which makes the sound____.

A z c L
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Key 1: Alphabet Letter/Sound 

Correspondence
• a. Reading readiness is apparent when a child enjoys listening to stories, makes up stories, 

can match upper and lower case letters, realizes that print begins on the left side of the 
page and proceeds to the right, and that every word is separated by a space. At this point 
formal reading lessons may begin with the teaching of alphabet letter/sound 
correspondence. 

• NOTE: The motivation of both teacher and student is critical to success.  If the 
presentation of the concepts isn’t fun and interesting it is unlikely to be effective. 

• National Reading Panel (NRP Ch. 2 p. 44)

• b. All learning styles benefit from word associations such as a story or puppet show to help 
them remember the sounds of their alphabet letters 

•
• c. Visual learners benefit from posters used in the lesson to connect the sound with the 

visual shape of the letter and the alphabet story taught. The posters are later hung on the 
wall for daily review and spelling lessons.

•
• d. Auditory learners benefit from the oral teaching in the lesson and the opportunity to 

participate by making the sound of the new letter.
•
• e. Kinesthetic learners, children with speech difficulties, and ESL students, will benefit 

most from the Lindamood Approach (0-89079-753-6) approach because it is a tactile 
approach based on the movement of the lips, tongue, throat, teeth and nose.

•
• f. Pitfalls - making short vowel sounds incorrectly, confusing b’s, d’s, p’s, q’s, 
•
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Key 1: Letter Sound Pitfalls

• Consonant Teaching Tip:
• If you are unsure of how to make your consonant letter sounds, verbalize a word which 

ends in the sound you want to teach. The final sound will be pure and accurate. This works 
for most consonant letters.

• Examples

• b = cub c = tack    

• d = fad f = puff

• g = hug h/j =doesn’t work

• k = back l = fall

• m = hum n = pun

• p = cup q = doesn’t work

• r = fur s = gas

• t = sat v = live

• w = doesn’t work x = six (ks sound)

• y = doesn’t work z = buzz
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Preventing Consonant ReversalsPreventing Consonant ReversalsPreventing Consonant ReversalsPreventing Consonant Reversals

b -
P -

d -
q -

• In the letter b, the throat vibrates; in the letter p it does not.
• To make the sound of b or p, lips begin closed and then pop open.
• Form the letters b & p  by printing a line, followed by a circle.
• Drawing the printed line first represents beginning these sounds

with closed lips. The line in B and P are followed by a circle which 
represents the lips popping open. 

• In the letter d, the throat vibrates; in the letter q it does not.
• To make the sound of d or q, lips begin open. 
• qu copycats sound of letters kw
• Form the letters d & q by drawing a circle, followed by a line.
• Drawing the circle first, represents beginning these sounds with an 

open mouth. 

• Applying Mouth Position Helps Prevent Letter Reversals

• When printing one of these letters, ask child to sound out the 
word and feel if their mouths are open are closed.  Letters 
beginning with a closed mouth start with a line.  Letters beginning 
with an open mouth start with a circle.  This tip enables the child 
to know how to draw the letter without reversing it.
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• Short VowelShort VowelShort VowelShort Vowel Teaching TipsTeaching TipsTeaching TipsTeaching Tips:
• Short vowel sounds are among the most tricky letters to master. 
• “A” is the crybaby letter. He cries “Aaaa!” To enunciate properly: big smile, open your mouth 

and keep your teeth more than a finger-width apart

• “E” is the happy letter.  To enunciate properly: big smile, and keep your teeth exactly a 
finger-width apart.

• “I” is the sick puppy dog letter.  He isn’t feeling well and cries “Iiii!” To enunciate properly: 
big smile, and close your teeth so that they are a fingernail-width apart

• “O” is the doctor letter. When you go to the doctor and he wants to look inside your mouth, 
he will ask you to open up and say “Aw!” Open up your mouth to form an oval and say “Aw!”
(Squeeze cheeks gently if necessary)

• “U” is the muscle man letter.  He is trying to lift his heavy weight up. To enunciate properly: 
pretend you are saying “up” and leave off the “p”. This is the muscle man grunting as he lifts 
his weight upwards. 

• REMEMBER: 
• The key to differentiating between short vowels   a, e, i    is the position of the jaw. A 

large smile must accompany all three jaw positions. Short a requires the most open jaw. 
Short e is the jaw open a finger-width apart. Short i is the jaw open a fingernail-width 
apart. 

• short a short e short i      short o      short u
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Preventing Letter Sound Confusion
Ch & Sh

ch creates a short pop of pushed air which cannot be held 

sh creates a jet of air which can be held

J & Ch

j creates a short pop of pushed air which makes the throat vibrate

ch creates a short pop of pushed air which does not make the throat vibrate
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Two Sounds of Th

th at the beginning of words usually makes your tongue vibrate.  
Example: them

th at the end of words is a soft sound that does not make your tongue vibrate.
Example: with
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.
Key 2: Blending Short Vowel WordsKey 2: Blending Short Vowel WordsKey 2: Blending Short Vowel WordsKey 2: Blending Short Vowel Words

• Research: http://www.nrrf.org/06-blending-sounds.html Blending 
Speech Sounds: A Neglected Phonics Skill by Dr. Groff

• a. Students require lots of practice blending consonant/vowel/consonant words 
with regular (short) vowels by making the sound of the first letter joined into 
the sound of the second letter and again into the third letter. Example: 
bbbbaaaat! bbaat! bat! Count on ten weeks for mastery and review all alphabet 
sounds daily. 

• Caution: If individual letters have been taught with schwaa vowel sounds 
attached blending of short vowel words will be almost impossible. Check 
computer programs! e.g. blending the word “bat” would sound like “buh-a-tuh”
rather than “b-a-t”

•
•
•

•
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• b. All learning styles benefit from modeling by the teacher of how to sound out 
new words.

• Illustration 

• This is a cow.  (I use a cow puppet.) He is walking around the barnyard.  What do 
you think he is saying?  Do you think he is saying “Cow! Cow! Cow!” or “Moo! Moo! 
Moo!” Of course, he is making his sound “Moo!” and never says his name “Cow!”.  
Alphabet letters are just like animals. They have a name and a sound.  When we 
talk about them we use their names, BUT in reading words we make their sounds.  
To sound a word, we make the sounds of letters in a row to join them together.  
This process is how we decode written words.

• Let’s look at the word “dog” and try making the sounds of the letters in a row. 
Using a puppet engages students and demystifies the decoding process.

• Our mouse puppet Timothy would love to show us how. Puppet teaches students 
how to blend the word.

D-
--
o--

-g

D-
-o-

-g

d-
o-g

dog
! 

dog

Moo!
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• c. Visual learners benefit from doing group demonstration blending lessons 
using flashcards with letters on them or printing words on the chalkboard. 

• Whole class or one child holding a puppet sounds out new word.  

• Choose new word and new students. Repeat process.  Practice for five-ten 
minutes.

• d. Auditory learners benefit from listening to the teacher explain and model 
the process as well as trying it out themselves.

•

• e. Kinesthetic learners benefit from being part of group demonstration 
blending lessons because they get to stand up, move, and make sounds.

od g

Do
g !
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1. Wild guessing is a like a jack-in-the-box who pops out                                            
causing confusion and preventing a reader from sounding new 
words out. Keep the desire to guess locked up like a 
jack-in-the-box.  NOTE: Having a jack-in-the-box to use as an 
illustration is fun!

2. Don’t give emergent readers more than three letters to blend until they are proficient.
3. When learning to blend short vowel words with four or five letters, have students sound 

out only three letters at a time and then add on the other letters
Example: lamp – sound out lam first and add the p to make lam-p, lamp

4. For words ending in “s” or “ed” , sound out the word without “s” or “ed” & add it on 
afterwards. It is common for students to reverse ts at the end of words because it is 
easier to blend as st.  Example: fits would be commonly decoded as fist.  To prevent this 
reversal of the last two letters, have students cover up the s, decode fit and then add 
the s to read fits.

5. Remind students about their mouth position for the correct short vowel sound which 
changes words dramatically.  For example: just think about the differences the short 
vowels make in: bat, bet, bit, bought, but.

6. Initial consonant blends are trickier to blend than final ones because students often 
segment them so much it is difficult to join the letters for decoding.  

Key 2: Blending Pitfalls 

for 3 Letter Words
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Tip: Teach students to decode consonant blends by sliding the two letter sounds 
together before adding a vowel. This prevents segmenting a word into so many parts 
the child cannot decode it. All consonant blends shown on the poster below should be 

sounded out daily as part of the reading instruction minutes on the carpet.

Initial Consonant BlendsInitial Consonant BlendsInitial Consonant BlendsInitial Consonant Blends

Letter Slides

bl br

cl cr

fl   fr

gl gr

pl   pr

scr shr sk sl sm sn

sp spl spr squ st str sw

tr tw

sl--i--p

sl-i-p

slip
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Word Wall
• green ee blue ue to o are d

• see play we t of L

• red e orange  or that h this v

• I like in b

• brown ow purple ur for f

• can and r at I

• black ck white wh with g

• the work w it u

• yellow ow is m on n

• me you a put p

As the teacher introduces sight words and letter sounds, 
they are placed in the order they are taught on the word wall.  
One column contains words and the next sounds. 
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Student Assignment: Underlined words indicate those which must be sounded out.  Words 
not underlined are sight words found on the word wall and are memorized whole.  Sight 
words are practiced in the Repeated Reading Sight Word Book.  The new sight word for 
the day is always highlighted with bold font inside the student story. 

• Dear Parents,
Today we learned the sound 

made by the letter  “v".  This is the 
valentine letter who says“Vvvv!” This 
sound comes at the beginning of the 
word “vet".  We also learned the sight 
word “this". Hope you have a good 
night!

• P.S.  The answer to yesterday’s riddle is 
“an echo.”

Letter: v Sight word: this
Day 25 Valentine Letter

Name_________________
/4 comprehension
/28 decoding

The vet got this brown dog.

The brown dog ran and ran.

The vet ran with the brown dog.

The vet and dog ran to the green hill.

v this
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• Student and Teacher Responsibilities

• While students are working independently 
at their desks, the teacher moves from one 
child to the next listening to him/her read 
the story.  

• The teacher circles any missed words and 
subtracts them from the word count at the 
top of the page.  

• The teacher records the lesson number and 
the exact words missed by the child in her 
record book.  This enables the teacher to 
assess any patterns of difficulty (sight 
word/phonics) in decoding. 

• In this example, the child read the story 
perfectly and got 28/28 for decoding. 

• Next, the teacher looks to see that the 
child’s drawings match the text and records 
a comprehension mark for each picture. In 
this case the child’s pictures matched the 
text for each sentence and was given 4/4 
for comprehension.  

• Once students finish all the independent 
work, they leave it on their desks and 
proceed to: free time, word packs or the 
classroom library depending on the time of 
year and their progress.  Leaving work on 
their desks, indicates it is ready to be 
checked and keeps the children from 
following the teacher around the room.  

• The teacher calls the children back to their 
desks to read, conference, or fix errors as 
soon as he/she is able.
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• Independent Letter 

Sound Practice:

• Students work by themselves and 
circle the letter which the picture 
starts with.

SS Phonics Worksheets: Day 26
Letter Practice: j

Say the name of the picture. Circle the letter the picture STARTS with.

Draw two things that start with the letter j
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Sentence Writing

•Teacher brainstorms strong verbs. See 
lists of action words in SS binder on page 71

•barn

•stood sat

•spread reached

•towered rose

•climbed creaked

•Students select a verb and record it on the 
line beneath the heading action word.

•Teacher models writing a sentence. 

•The red barn towered above me.

•Students circle words from the dictionary 
they would like to use in their own sentence 
and begin writing at the star. 

•It is easier to spell the words correctly 
when they have been circled.  

•Words not located in the dictionaries 
should be sounded out and spelled to the 
best of the child’s ability.

SS Writing Worksheets: Day 26 

Sentence Example:  Your barn is red.
*sound out words you don’t know

Words I know:

see I can     the 

me   play   like and 
work a is you

to we that in
for at with it

on put are of
this your

Colours I know:

green
red

brown

black
yellow

blue
orange
purple
white

Write a sentence about this barn:

OR choose your own idea.

My Sentence

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

action word:

_____________
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Daily Spelling 

Practice

• When dictating words:
1. Say word clearly. e.g. bat

2. Sound word out. e.g. b-a-t
Show the mouth position of the vowel 
when you sound the word out.

3. Have child say the word aloud.

4. Have child sound word out and count 
number of sounds on his fingers.

5. Have child make the sound of the first 
letter and print it.  Next, child should 
make the sound of the second letter or 
vowel and print it.  Then have child 
make the final sound and print it.

6. Continue process until all sounds have 
been  printed and begin next word.

Spelling is a powerful way

to reinforce phonics.

• Reading involves viewing  symbols, making 
their sounds and blending them together.

• Spelling is harder because the child only 
hears a sound and must mentally find its 
matching symbol(s) from a pool of 26 letters 
(the alphabet) and 44 phonemes (two letter 
combinations such as ch).

• Together they reinforce phonetic concepts
in two different ways creating strong 
readers and solid spellers.

c-a-ta b c d e f 
g h i j k l m 
n o p q r s t 
u v w x y z
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Key 3: Sight Words

Research: National Reading Panel 2000

http://www.nichd.hich.gov/publications/nrp/smallbook.htm

Quote: The meta-analysis of 14 studies on repeated 
readings indicated the outcome was largest for word 
recognition (.55),  next largest for fluency (.44), and lowest 
for comprehension (.35).   

• Repeated Reading Sight Word Book

• Each day students receive a sentence strip
containing the new sight word presented in 
their Smart Start reading lesson.

• The purpose of the sentence strip is to 
practice sight words until they are 
memorized.

• The sentence strip words are in a mixed up 
order.

•
• Students cut up the words and glue them 

down to form a sentence. 

• Next, they illustrate the sentence.  

• After making a new page in their book, 
students reread all the old pages.  

• This process of rereading helps students to 
memorize their sight words in a story 
context.  
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Key 4: Long Vowel Words 

with Silent e (Bumper Words)

• Bumper words are long vowel words which end in silent e.  The 
“e” is a tricky letter.  His arm is just long enough to reach 
over the letter beside him.  If another vowel is there he will 
bump that middle vowel on the head.  When the middle vowel 
is bumped he says his name. Then “e ” sits perfectly quiet, 
because he doesn’t want to get caught.  For example: bake.  In 
this word the “e” jumps the “k” to hit “a”.  This causes the 
vowel “a” to say his name instead of his regular sound. 

b k ea

Bumper Word Movie 

www.books4results.com Downloadable Resources 

 https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLEqBqr-m4lNIqx627mJyi1Xj2TCDeXYOo  
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Challenges Students Face with Bumper Words

• Children often appear to quickly 
grasp the concept of long vowels 
with silent e, only to confuse 
short vowel and long vowel with 
silent “e” words several weeks 
later.

• Confusion becomes evident if 
the child:

– applies these two concepts 
interchangeably

– decodes all words as short vowel 
words

– decodes all words as long vowel 
words.  
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Why do children get confused?
The teacher and child have different goals.

• The teacher’s goal is for the child to apply the strategy of looking at 
the end of a word for silent e before decoding the word. 

• The child’s goal is to figure out what the word says as quickly as 
possible.  This frequently means guessing or only using the strategy as 
a last resort.
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How Can We Get the Child’s Goal to 

Match the Teacher’s Goal?

Children need to independently apply the strategy of 
looking at the end of a word for silent e before trying to decode it.

• Mastery requires oral and written 
practice sorting short and long vowel words.  

• Word analysis exercises are the most powerful way to achieve 
this, because the activity requires the child to find and label the 
rule used in the word.  As a result, the child’s goal is changed 
from decoding to analyzing. Once the child analyzes the word 
correctly, they can decode it properly.
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Bumper Word Practice Tips
• Bumper Word Carpet Game

• Materials:

• *consonants written on large white flashcards

• *vowels written on large yellow flashcards

• *bumper arm (garden glove filled with stuffing taped to the end of a pool noodle)

• *puppet

b a k e
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• Bumper Word Carpet Game Rules:

• Choose four students to stand at the front.  
• Give each one a letter which together spell a bumper word.  
• Instruct the students holding consonant letters to make the sound of their 

letter when they are pointed to by the puppet.  
• Give the student standing at the right end, the bumper arm.  Instruct him/her 

to remain silent, but to be ready to tap the middle vowel gently on the head 
after the first student makes their letter sound. 

• When the middle vowel is tapped on the head he/she is to say the name of the 
vowel he/she is holding instead of its short/regular sound.  

• This illustrates that silent e causes the middle vowel to say its name.  
• Students sitting on the carpet are to listen to the word being sounded out and 

try to figure it out.
• As soon as a student on the carpet has figured out the new word he/she raises 

his hand and is called upon to share with the class.  
• If correct, that student becomes the new silent e and gets to choose three new 

members to join him at the front.

b a k e
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Bumper Word Sorting Practice with

Word Analysis
• You may be tempted to skip Word Analysis Exercises, because initially they take 

time and are challenging.  
• Don’t!  

• These exercises are the glue that make the concept stick. 
• Word analysis is the place students must APPLY phonetic concepts rather than 

simply recite rules.

1.  cat     R

2. lame     B

3. hat     R

•We call a word with a vowel which makes its 
usual short sound a regular vowel word.  
•We mark regular vowels with a smile above 
them. 

Example:

bat
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• A bumper word is a long vowel word ending in silent “e”. 

• Silent  “e” can reach over only one consonant letter to bump a vowel.

• When silent “e” bumps the middle vowel, it must say its name.  

• Bumper words are marked as shown in the box below. 

• First, cross off the “e” to show it is silent.  

• Draw an arrow from “e” to the vowel it bumps. 

• When the middle vowel gets bumped it stops smiling.

• To show it is upset, draw a line over the vowel.

• Next, write the letter “B” for bumper beside the word. 

• Example:

make
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1. last_____

2. mule____

3. rules____

4. strip____

5. luck ____

6. shake ___

7. rest ____

8. jumped ___

9. Jack ____

10. mile ____

• Word Analysis Exercise

• R = regular (short vowel)

• B = bumper (long vowel/silent e)

• Make sure that after 
marking all words as shown 
that students go back and 
sound out each word with a 
partner.  

• Without this blending 
practice, students will learn 
to analyze words without 
applying the skill to orally 
decoding words correctly.

1. last = R

2. mule = B

3. rules = B

4. strip = R

5. luck = R

6. shake = B

7. rest = R

8. jumped = R

9. Jack = R

10. mile = B
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Key 5:Key 5:Key 5:Key 5: Two Sounds of Y at the end ofTwo Sounds of Y at the end ofTwo Sounds of Y at the end ofTwo Sounds of Y at the end of

One & Two Syllable WordsOne & Two Syllable WordsOne & Two Syllable WordsOne & Two Syllable Words
• Teaching Tip: Once students learn to check the end of a word for 

an e, it makes sense to also introduce checking the end of words 
for y.

• Y copycats long vowel sound of i at the end of 
• one syllable (beat) words.
• Example: cry

• Y copycats long vowel sound of e at the end of 
• two syllable (beat) words.
• Example: baby
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Teaching Tip: Determining the number 
of syllables in a word.

Count how many syllables (beats) are in a word 

by the number of times your chin drops.

• In a one syllable word,  place your hand under your chin and say the word fly.  
How many times did your chin drop? Once.  In a one syllable word, your chin will 
only drop once.  

• Y at the end of one syllable words copycats the long vowel i sound.

• In a two syllable word,  place your hand under your chin and say the word bunny.  
How many times did your chin drop?  Twice.  In a two syllable word, your chin will 
drop twice.

• Y at the end of two syllable words copycats the long vowel e sound.
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Key 6: Long Vowel Words 

with 2 Vowels Together (Mouse Words)

•

p

Mouse words contain two vowels which come side by side.  

In a mouse word the first vowel says its name and the 
second is like his shadow — as quiet or silent as a mouse. 

ai ea ee oa
Some examples of mouse words are: paid, lead, green, boat.

a i d

Mouse Word Movie 

 www.books4results.com Downloadable Resources 

 https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLEqBqr-m4lNIqx627mJyi1Xj2TCDeXYOo  
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Challenges Students Face with Mouse Words

ai ea ee oa

• Identifying two vowels working together to make a 

single long vowel sound, is hard for many children.
•
• Mastering this strategy is difficult, because it requires students to be able to sort and 

identify new words in three ways. These are:
– short vowel 
– long vowel with silent e 
– long vowel with two vowels together 

If children do not receive adequate practice sorting words, 
they will begin to guess whether the vowel is long or short.

Mouse Word Movie:
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What causes the reading gap in grade one?
• Some children quickly grasp the ability to identify the rules operating in new 

words and sort them with ease according to: regular vowel words, bumper words, 
and mouse words.  Others do not. 

• Those that do, decode faster and develop  greater fluency than their peers. 

• Fluent decoding results in much better comprehension and greatly increases the 
quantity of books read by the student. 

• Reading a greater number of books provides the practice necessary for 
solidifying these skills and creates the platform for widening vocabulary.

• The reading gap in the class is often a result of the
differences in mastery between students in two basic areas.

•
The first area is the ability to sort words quickly according to:
• short vowel 
• long vowel with silent e 
• long vowel with two vowels together 
The second area is how many sight words have been learned.
These two areas dramatically affect fluency and ultimately comprehension.

Increasing the number of students who have mastered 
this skill set will narrow the reading gap in the class.
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Other Factors

• Developmental Readiness

• Vision (focus, tracking, muscle)

• Irlen Syndrome 

http://irlen.com/reading-problems-dyslexia-learning-difficulties-the-irlen-method/

• Physical Disability

• Mental Disability

• Emotional Trauma

• Not having alphabet

letter/sound correspondence
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Mastering Mouse Words
Children need to consistently and independently apply the strategies of:
looking at the end of a word for silent e

and 
searching for two vowels together
before trying to decode a new word.

• Mastery requires oral and written 
practice sorting short and long vowel words.

• Word analysis exercises are the most powerful way to achieve 
mastery, because the activity requires the child to find and label the 
rule used in the word before figuring it out. Word analysis exercises 
change the child’s goal from decoding to analyzing and in the process 
provide children with the amount of independent practice required to 
develop automaticity with these critical skills.
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Mouse Words Carpet GameMouse Words Carpet GameMouse Words Carpet GameMouse Words Carpet Game

• Materials:
• *consonants written on large white flashcards
• *vowels written on yellow flashcards
• *mouse puppet 
• *mouse shadow puppet

• Making your Shadow Puppet:
• Make a mouse shadow puppet by stuffing a black nylon with 

fibrefill.  Use hair elastics or rubber bands to tie the stuffed 
black nylon at various spots (e.g. to form big ears, a nose, a neck, 
a tummy) to form a mouse shape. Next, stick a piece of doweling 
up inside the nylon to hold the puppet.  Use an elastic at the 
base of the puppet to hold the doweling in place.
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• Game Rules:

• Choose four students to stand at the front.  Give each one a letter 
which together spell a mouse word (long vowel with two vowels 
together) such as rain .  Give the child holding the first vowel the 
mouse puppet to remind the class this is the leader vowel who will say 
its name.  Give the child holding the second vowel the shadow puppet to 
remind the class this is the vowel as silent as a shadow.  Using another 
puppet begin by having the puppet sound out the word INCORRECTLY
and ask the children to CORRECT the puppet.  When the word is 
unlocked using the Mouse Word Key Rule choose new students, make a 
new mouse word using flashcards from the word list, and begin process 
again.  Eventually, one child can be the teacher, hold the puppet and 
sound out the word for the class.

dm a i
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1. blast_____

2. teen  ____

3. sails ____

4. strap____

5. bake _____

6. goat _____

7. mole ____

8. read ___

9. stack ____

10. file ____

• Word Analysis Exercise

• R = regular (short vowel)

• B = bumper (long vowel/silent e)

• M = mouse (two vowels together)

• Make sure that after 
marking all words as shown 
that students go back and 
sound out each word with a 
partner.  

• Without this blending 
practice, students will learn 
to analyze words without 
applying the skill to orally 
decoding words correctly.

1. blast_____

2. teen  ____

3. sails ____

4. strap____

5. bake _____

6. goat _____

7. mole ____

8. read ___

9. stack ____

10. file ____
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Key 7: Other Word Keys

• The mouse word principle of locating two letters 
which form a single sound will now be transferred to 
learning all the other two letter combinations.

For example in the word “charge” there are 
six letters, but only three sounds.
These are: ch, ar, and ge.

• Mouse words are a type of word key.
• Word keys are two letters which form a single sound together. 
• Word Keys are made by certain combinations of: two vowels (au), 

two consonants (th) or a consonant with a vowel (ow).  
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Word Keys

• sh, ch, th, ph (f), gh (silent or f)
• wh, wr, kn, gn
• ai, ay
• oi, oy
• au, aw
• ou, ow (2 sounds), oe, oa
• ar, __ __er (2 beat word), ir, ur, or
• ue, oo, ew, ui
• ce, ci, cy (copycat s)
• ge, gi, gy (copycat j)
• ee, ee, ea 
• Y at the end of two beat words says 

long e sound 
• ie, 
• Y at the end of one beat words says 

long i sound

• le at the end of two beat 
words __ __le

• ve comes at the end of 
words

• In a one beat short vowel 
• word:
• __ck, __ll, __ff, __ss, 

__zz
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Word Key Activities

• r-controlled Word Keys

1.  car ___     6. herb___ 11. birth___

2. torch___ 7. blurt ___ 12. chart ___

3. perch ___ 8. mirth ___ 13. pork ____

4. purse ___ 9. start ___ 14. persist___

5. shirt ___ 10. horse ___ 15. hurl ___

Word Analysis: 

Counting Keys

1. As new keys are 
introduced, students 
practice finding the 
keys in word analysis 
exercises.  In each 
exercise students circle, 
count and record the 
number of keys found in 
each word.

2. Next, students read the 
words to a partner to 
practice their decoding 
skills.
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Pinch, Scary and Surprise Keys

1. moose ___ 2. true___

3. clown ___ 4. knew ___

5. flow___ 6. fruit ___

7. about ___ 8. roost___

9. house ___ 10. proof__

11. grew___ 12. chart__

13. pork___ 14. persist_

Doctor and Piglet Keys

1. Roy ___ 2. fault___

3. crawl ___ 4.  disappoint ___

5. boy___ 6. haunt __

7. draw___ 8. choice__

9. toy ___ 10. caught__

11. dawn___ 12. boil__

13. loyal___ 14. cause __
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Fixing Misspelled Words

• Children quite enjoy finding a 
teacher’s  mistakes.  This activity 
capitalizes on that fact. Students 
are given a list of words misspelled 
by the teacher.

• The teacher dictates one word at a 
time and students search it for 
errors.

• Locating and fixing the errors, 
requires students to apply their 
phonetic spelling rules instead of 
reciting them. Application is an 
effective way to  build mastery of 
the rules.

• A second advantage of this activity, 
is that students can review and apply 
ten rules with only ten words!  

1. rac =____________

2. whi =____________

3. rayn =___________

4. drau =___________

5. boi =____________

6. coyl =___________

7. pawse =__________

8. broo =___________

9. plai =____________

10.   liv =_____________
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Key 8: Word Families
• Word families are rhyming 

words which share an ending.

• Example: bay, day, hay, lay, may, 
pay, ray, say, stay, stray, way

• These words are like family 
members sharing the same last 
name.

• Teaching Tip
• Make a poster like the one 

shown on the right and display it 
where children can refer to it 
easily.

• This poster empowers children  
to decode many new words and 
spell them correctly.

Word Families

able ace age all

ang ank atch ar

ay edge ice ight

ild ind ing ink

ir old onk ood

ook ore ung unk
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Word Families Activity

• When introducing a new word family, make a list with the class.

• Word Family: OLD bold, cold, fold, hold, hold, mold, sold, told

• Divide the children in pairs. Have each pair of children illustrate one 
of the words on a paper

• Print the word beside the illustration as

shown on the next slide.  

• Staple all the pages together to make a 

booklet of the word family for daily review.
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• hold

• gold

• mold

• told

• sold

Word Family Book: OLD

• bold

• cold

• bold

• fold
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Key 9: Word Endings and Suffixes

To make most words plural add s

Example: bees

For words ending in: 

x, sh, ch, ss, zz

add es

Example: buzzes

To make bumper words plural add s.

Example: tile, tiles

When adding s to words ending in y,

change y to i and add es

Examples: 
cry, cries
baby, babies
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• When adding ing to CVC 

(consonant/vowel/consonant) 

words, double the last letter. 

• Example: sit, sitting

• Before adding ing to bumper 

words, drop the e.

• Example: bake, baking
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• When adding ed to CVC 
(consonant/vowel/consonant) 
words, double the last letter. 

• Example: chat, chatted

• Remember: The ending ed
has three possible sounds:

• d as in tamed
• ed as in waded
• t as in baked

• When adding ed to bumper 
words, just add d.

• Example: chime, chimed

• When adding ed to words 

ending in y, change y to i 
and add ed

Examples: 
• try, tried
• carry, carried
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• tion says shun 

• Example: action

• sion says shun or zshun

• Examples: tension (shun)

expulsion (zshun)
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Key 10: Compound Words

• Compound Words are created 
by joining two words together 
to form a new word with a 
new meaning. 

• Example: 

fire + man = fireman
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Compound Word Activity
1. Cut 8 ½ by 11 inch paper into two 

pieces of 4 ¼ by 11 inches.

2. Take one piece and fold both ends  
of the paper to meet in the middle.

3. On the outside separate the

compound word into two words.

Print one word on the bottom left 
side of the paper and the second 
word on the bottom right side of  
the paper.  Illustrate each one.

4. Open up both sides of the paper and 
print the compound word at the 
bottom of the center panel. 
Illustrate the compound word.

5. Hole punch in the top left-hand 
corner and place on a metal ring.  
Add new words to the ring.  Review 
words on the ring to build decoding 
confidence and comprehension.
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• Key 1 Alphabet letters and sounds 

• Key 2 Blending short vowel words

• Key 3 Sight words

• Key 4  Long vowels with silent “e”
Examples: make, bike, rope, cube

• Key 5 Two sounds of “y” at the end of one and two syllable words 
Examples: cry, baby

• Key 6 Long Vowels with two vowels together
• Examples: stain,  beet,  team,  boat,

• Key 7 Other Word Keys (two letters working together to form a single sound)
• Examples: ay, ou, ow, au, aw, er, ir, ur, or, ar, oi, oy, ce, ci, cy, ge, gi, gy, ph, wr, kn, gh, wh, ch, sh, th

• Key 8  Word Families (rhyming words)
• Example: ice, dice, lice, mice, nice, price, rice, twice)

• Key 9  Word Endings and Suffixes

• Key 10 Compound Words

Summary: 10 Decoding Keys
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Classroom Library Meets

Individual Reading Differences

•Step 1: Word Packs

•Make 20 packages of flashcards containing 
ten short vowel words 

• Each word pack contains two short vowel 
a, e, i, o, u  words.

Word Pack Example

bat fed tin pop       bun

lad hen chip clock    stump

Students choose one word pack in their 
free time and blend all the words 
independently.  When a student thinks they 
can read all ten words, they bring the word 
pack to the teacher and read each word 
aloud to the teacher.  The teacher records 
the number of the word pack in her book.

•Children are encouraged to read as 
many word packs in a day as free time  
and their interest and skill level 
permits.

•Word packs allow children room to 
progress at their own pace, and solidify 
blending skills with individual words.  
Building confidence with individual 
words makes a smoother transition to 
the classroom library.

•Once all 20 word packs are completed, 
the student may enter the first level of 
the classroom library.

•Without the words pack practice 
children may enter the classroom 
library and be overwhelmed by the 
amount of text found in a book.
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Word Pack Tips

•Use the illustration below with your 
students when introducing the word 
packs and the classroom library.

•When babies learn to walk do they all 
start walking on exactly the same 
day?  

•Of course not! They start when they 
are ready and that depends on the 
baby.

•However, do babies learn to walk? 

•Of course they do!

•Do you think we could force all 
babies to walk on exactly the same 
day? 

•How silly!  Babies cannot walk alone 
until they are ready.  

•Learning to read is just like learning to 
walk.  We all do it at our own pace. 

•This means we must be patient with each 
other and remember we all learn at 
different rates. Differences are a normal 
part of life and make it much more 
interesting.

•I would never want you to all be exactly 
the same! That would be boring. Each of 
you are unique and special.

•Finishing the word packs and levels of the 
library at your own pace is an important 
part of being in charge of your learning.  
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Classroom Library for Early Readers

• The  Classroom  Library is an essential part of this  reading 
program.  It consists of a set of  phonetically decodable 
books.  Students proceed to this classroom library upon 
completion of Day 35 (or further) in the Smart Start Reading 
Program AND after independently decoding ten flashcard 
packs of short vowel words.

• Phonetically decodable books provide students with 
independent practice blending words which use the phonetic 
concepts previously taught along with repetition of basic sight 
words in context. 

• This is the primary place individualized reading instruction 
occurs.  Although students usually read all books in each level 
prior to progressing to the next level, the number of books 
read and the level is determined independently by the teacher 
based upon each child’s ability. 

• NOTE: Books in the classroom library should not include 
vocabulary which must be guessed at from context or picture 
clues.
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Reading Strategies for Students

• 1. Read title and predict contents.
• 2. Look at pictures before reading.
• 3. Read the story.
• 4. For decoding unfamiliar words:
• -look for silent e or y at the end of the word
• -look for two letter groupings
• -check to see if it is a family word
• -check to see if it is a compound word
• -for long words try sounding out three letters at a time, then join one three 
• letter group to another
• -read sentence without the word and try to decide what word would make sense 

in the sentence which starts with that same beginning word
• -if all these strategies fail use a sticky note to underline the word
• 5. For making sense of unfamiliar vocabulary:
• -read paragraph again and try to decide what would make the most sense
• -record word on a slip of paper and stick it in the book so that the teacher can 

help you to define it during conferences
• -use a sticky note or bookmark the page with scrap paper to locate words inside 

book which you did not know the meaning of 
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Organizing the Classroom Library into Levels

• Level one: Short vowel words and sight words
• Level Two: Long vowel words with silent e and two vowels together
• Level Three: Consonant blends with silent e words and long vowel words with two 

vowels together
• Level Four: Digraphs, consonant blends, silent e words, long vowel with two

vowels together
• Level Five: Compound words, digraphs, consonant blends, silent e words, long 

vowel with two vowels together 
• Classroom Library Sources:

• Levels One to Four:
• www.readinga-z.com/ phonics readers
• Steck Vaughn Phonics Readers Sets 1-4 Nelson Education Ltd.
• Modern Curriculum Press Phonics Readers Sets 1-4 Pearson 
• Level Five
• Harper Trophy Level 2 An I Can Read Book series (Authors: Lobel, 
• Hoban, Mozelle, Parish, Holmelund Minarik
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Book Conference with Students
• NOTE: Book conferences take place from the beginning of the day through 

to the end.  They occur whenever students are working independently or the 
teacher has a minute.  Parent volunteers may also be used to conduct book 
interviews.

• Here is a list of suggested comprehension questions to ask students about 
books they have read in the classroom library:

• 1. Where did the story take place (setting)?
• 2. Who was the most important character/protagonist?
• 3. What was his motive (what he wanted/needed) at the 

beginning of the story?
• 4. How did the main character feel at the beginning of the story?
• 5. What did he do to get what he wanted/needed?
• 6. Did anything try to stop him? Was it a trick, disaster, 

act of god, use of force?
• 7. Was the main character’s motive fulfilled at the end 
• of the story? 
• Did he get what he wanted?
• 8. Did his motive change at the end? If so, how?
• 9. Did his feelings change? If so, how?
• 10. Were there any words you couldn’t decode?
• 11. Were there any words you didn’t know the meaning of?
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Word to the Teacher
• So far, we have been building a memorized sight word vocabulary as well as learning to sound 

out short vowel words.  The little stories in our schoolwork have incorporated sight words, 
decoding practice and emphasized comprehension by having students illustrate the meaning 
of each sentence. 

• This decoding and comprehension skill set are going to be combined in the classroom library 
where children will be learning to monitor their own decoding and comprehension. 

• The pace of children in the classroom library varies immensely due to: maturation, the 
strength of their decoding skills and syntax, whether English is the child’s first language 
and most certainly how much background knowledge they have acquired.  

• A child’s understanding of the meaning of nouns and verbs also dramatically effects their 
comprehension, which is why picture book read-a-louds accompanied by discussion and 
comprehension questions are critical. 

• Comprehension is based upon adding to the body of knowledge a child already has by sorting. 
New information is sorted by deciding whether it is like something already known or not like 
anything known. If it is like something already known it is linked together with previous 
knowledge.  If it is not like anything known, the child creates a new category in his mind 
altogether.  

• Instruct children that the title of the book, the pictures in the book and the text all work 
together to tell the story.  One will not read a book about a goat which contains only 
illustrations of a goose.  Remind students that good readers do not continue reading 
something they cannot understand.  The reasons a reader does not understand might be 
because: the text is too difficult, the concept is complex or the book assumes the reader 
has background knowledge not yet acquired.

• Remember, children progress at their own developmental rate and this classroom library 
permits them to work at their own pace.  For those who are reluctant or find decoding a 
challenge, try reading one book per day or have them spend more time reviewing word packs.
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SS Language Arts Routine:SS Language Arts Routine:SS Language Arts Routine:SS Language Arts Routine:
• 1. Carpet Time
• a. Introduce reading/decoding concept. Puppet show stories are located in SS 

Companion and on You Tube or your DVD for the first thirty-three reading 
lessons and for long vowel with silent e and long vowel with two vowels together.

• b. Introduce sight word. Staple flashcard with sight word on word wall.
• c. Review reading concepts and sight words on word wall.
• d. Play puppet game with reading/decoding concept. Teacher defines all new 

vocabulary for students.
• e. Teacher explains each page of lesson to students.
• f. Teacher brainstorms (with the class) strong action words for the sentence 

students will write independently in their lesson work.
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• 2. SS Student Reading Lesson Worksheets Teach
• Reading, Spelling and Writing Skills 
• a. Students complete SS reading lessons independently.
• b. Teacher listens to students read SS reading lesson story  

and records word count and any missed words.
• c.  When finished students proceed to:
• *free time  (games and center activities such as SS Games CD)
• *word pack flashcards
• *classroom library of decodable text readers

3. Spelling and Printing
Students have spelling practice every day.  See spelling section
of the book. Printing exercises are located in SS Companion.

4. Story Time: 
Teacher reads aloud picture books and has a comprehension
and vocabulary building discussion with students.  

5. Sight Word Memorization via Repeated Reading Book
Teacher and student make one page in their repeated reading 
book which places new sight words in the context of a sentence/
story paragraph.  Every page in the book is read every day to help 
with memorization of sight words.
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• Other Aspects of SS Language Arts Instruction

• Story Writing

• There are six story writing projects for students. 

• Vocabulary building story writing exercises are in the SS Companion (behind the 
last tab in Smart Start binder) for grade two students.

• Sentence Structure

• Daily writing is included in SS reading lesson work.

• An entire unit of sentence structure is included for 

• in-depth learning in a separate section of Smart Start.

• Paragraphs

• Paragraph work begins at the teacher’s discretion.  

• There are activities for both first and second grade 

• students in a separate section  of Smart Start in 

• Language Arts.

Notes: 
 


